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Abstract 

In this paper we propose 4DBODY system which realizes full 

body 4D scanning of human in motion. It consists eight 

measurement heads based on single frame structured light method. 

All heads works synchronously with frequency 120 Hz with spectral 

separation to eliminate crosstalk. Single frame method is based on 

projection of sinusoidal fringe pattern with special marker allowing 

for absolute phase reconstruction. We develop custom made 

unwrapping procedure adjusted for human body analysis. We could 

achieve 0.5 mm spatial resolution and 0.3 mm of accuracy within a 

1.5 x 1.5 x 2.0 m3 working volume. We integrated treadmill into 

system which allows to perform walking experiments. We present 

some results of measurements with initial validation of 4DBODY 

system. 

Introduction  
The 3D shape measurement field has significantly grown in 

popularity over the past few decades. The reason for this trend is the 

high accuracy and the high capture speed of the data [1]. Common 

applications include: 

• biomedicine – support system for diagnosis [2,3],  

• entertainment – improving the quality of animated 3D models 

[4,5],  

• cultural heritage – digitalizing, storing and analyzing cultural 

heritage objects [6,7],  

• law enforcement – documenting and analyzing crime scenes 

and reconstructing the course of accidents [8,9]. 

 

The main 3D imaging technologies used for measurements are 

Laser Triangulation (LT) [10,11], Time of Flight (ToF) [12,13], 

Structured Light (SL) [14,15] and Structure from Motion (SfM) 

[16,17]. LT systems are based on analysis of the deformation of lines 

projected from laser source onto the object. ToF sensors use light 

impulses and measure the return time to determine XYZ 

coordinates. In SL technique the deformation of a certain raster or a 

sequence of them on the objects surface is translated into model 

points. SfM is based on analyzing a sequence of images of the 

measured object taken from many different angles at the same time. 

Although these technologies are widely used in 3D imaging, they 

have already been introduced into commercial 4D (3D + time) 

measurements by companies such as 3dMD LLC [18,19], Microsoft 

Corporation [20,21] and Diers International GmbH [22,23]. 

However, there is still some space for improvement, i.e. increasing 

acquisition frequency or lowering the overall cost. 

In this paper we present the 4DBODY scanning system. 

Proposed solution employs SL technique, because it provides high 

resolution 3D reconstruction together with high accuracy of 

measurements. Moreover, this approach is flexible in regard to the 

number of used devices that allows reasonable cost control. The 

4DBODY system provide full body measurement with an accuracy 

up to 0.3 mm and spatial resolution up to 0.5 mm. All measurement 

are captured with an acquisition frequency of up to 120 Hz. 

The structure of this paper is organized as follow. Following 

section presents system architecture and describe system 

components. Next section introduces developed measurement 

method and explain implemented algorithms. Afterwards, there is a 

section that discusses the initial validation of the system and shows 

sample movement results. The last section summarizes the study and 

refer to our future work. 

System architecture 
Presented system consists of eight measurement heads. Each 

measurement head consists of an industrial-class camera and a 

projector. Measurement heads are assembled into directional 

subsystems with a projector shared between two cameras. These 

subsystems are evenly distributed around the center of the system, 

as illustrated in Figure 1. In the center of the 4DBODY system we 

also placed the treadmill. With such setup we get the effective 

measurement volume of 1.5 x 1.5 x 2.0 m3 which is sufficient for 

measuring most of the people. 
 

 

Figure 1. Architecture of 4DBODY scanning system 

The projectors used in directional subsystems are Casio XJ-

A242 [24] with mixed LED (red channel) and laser (blue and green 

channels) light sources. The detectors are FLIR Grashopper 3.0 

cameras [25] providing up to 120 Hz acquisition frequency in an 

external trigger mode. Each projector is connected directly to its 

own FPGA (Field-Programmable Gate Array) integrated circuit that 

is responsible for both sine pattern generation and projection 

control. All FPGAs are connected to the Atmel AVR 

microcontroller broadcasting orders and spreading synchronization 

signal. FPGAs together with the microcontroller are the subsystem 
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called SM (Synchronization Module). SM provides control over 

both projection and acquisition but does not prevent crosstalk 

between directional subsystems. For this reason, the spectral 

separation has been employed in the presented system. This 

approach is realized using single channel projection (red or blue, 

different for neighboring projectors) and spectral filters mounted on 

camera lenses. The effect is displayed in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. The effect of spectral separation displayed on measured subject 

All detectors are connected to two PC-class computers that act 

as data servers. The dedicated application run on these computers is 

responsible for gathering, saving and sending captured data. Both 

computers are connected to TCP/IP network that enables the master 

unit (e.g. PC-class computer with client application) to ask for data 

and control the whole process. The overall control model looks as 

illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. The overall control model in 4DBODY scanning system 

With the setup described in this section we are able to capture 

full human body measurements at a frequency of 120 Hz. Next 

section provides the description for developed method and explains 

the path from captured image to the output point cloud.  

Algorithms 

The 4DBODY system employs SL single frame method. The 

pattern is in the form of sine fringes. This approach is similar to the 

method proposed by Sitnik [26]. Such patterns require an additional 

information to provide proper reconstruction. This information is 

carried in the distinguished sine fringe that is further called the 

marker. The modified representation of the marker is the alteration 

applied in our method, compared to the method proposed by Sitnik 

[26]. Comparison of both patterns is depicted in Figure 4. 

 
a) b) 

  

Figure 4. Comparison between sine patterns: a) the pattern that we propose; 
b) the pattern propose by Sitnik [26] 

Captured images are further processed according to the 

diagram that is illustrated in Figure 5. The process begins with 

background separation when all pixels of analyzed surface are 

selected. For these pixels, the local sine fringe period is 

approximated. Next, modulo-2π phase is calculated simultaneously 

with determining pixels quality. In the following step, phase 

distribution is unwrapped using an information about pixel quality. 

Finally, the unwrapped phase is updated based on the marker 

localization. 

 

 

Figure 5. Diagram presenting processing steps in the 4DBODY system 
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The reason for background separation is limiting further 

calculations only to necessary pixels. Such approach significantly 

reduces the computing time. In this step we utilize an Otsu [27] 

thresholding method that is followed by morphological closing, as 

it is presented in Figure 6b. 

 
a) b) 

  

Figure 6. Effect of background separation: a) input image; b) image after 
background separation  

Computing sine fringe period in each pixel begins with 

calculating local intensity median. Next, “intersections” between the 

median and pixel intensities in the local neighborhood are used to 

determine period value, as it is depicted in Figure 7a. 

Modulo-2π phase is calculated using 7-point SCPS (Spatial 

Carrier Phase Shifting) method that was proposed by Larkin [28]. 

For each pixel, seven intensity values are interpolated from 

neighboring pixels within single sine fringe period utilizing an 

information received in the previous step. The effect is illustrated in 

Figure 7b. 

 
a) b) 

  

Figure 7. Effects of calculating: a) local period values; b) modulo-2π 
distribution 

Pixel quality is determined using an information about local 

modulation and reliability. The modulation value in each pixel is 

equal to the difference between minimum and maximum intensity 

in the local neighborhood. Pixel reliability value is the opposite of 

the sum of intensity gradients from eight directions. Both 

modulation and reliability are normalized. Pixel quality is calculated 

as an average of its modulation and reliability, as it is presented in 

Figure 8a. Such approach allows us to assign low quality to areas: 

• with a low contrast of sine fringes – due to low modulation 

value, 

• that are close to separated background border – due to low 

modulation value, 

• with local discontinuities – due to low reliability value, 

• with local fringe distortions – due to high reliability values. 

 

Phase unwrapping begins with spanning “edges” between 

neighboring (only in vertical and horizontal direction) pixels. An 

edge is spanned from and to certain pixel index. Its quality is 

calculated according to Equation (1). 

𝑄𝑒(𝑝1,𝑝2) =
𝑄𝑝1

+ 𝑄𝑝2

2
− √|𝑄𝑝1

− 𝑄𝑝2
|                                    (1) 

where: 

 𝑒(𝑝1, 𝑝2) – an edge between pixel 𝑝1 and pixel 𝑝2, 

 𝑄𝑝 – quality of a pixel 𝑝, 

 𝑄𝑒(𝑝1,𝑝2) – quality od an edge. 

 

The √|𝑄𝑝1
− 𝑄𝑝2

| part is responsible for reduction of the 

importance of edges with high difference between “from” and “to” 

pixels. The edges are then sorted by quality. The unwrapping 

process begins with an edge of the highest quality. Both pixels are 

unwrapped and added to the same segment. For each next edge: 

• if none of its pixels belong to any segment then they are 

unwrapped in reference to each other and create a new 

segment, 

• if one of its pixels belong to any segment then the other pixel 

value is unwrapped and this pixel is added to first pixels 

segment, 

• if both of its pixels belong to any segment then they are 

unwrapped in reference to a pixel of larger segment and the 

smaller segment is added to the larger segment. 

 

Unwrapping is finished when there are no more edges to 

analyze. The effect of this process is illustrated in Figure 8b. 

 
a) b) 
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Figure 8. Effects of calculating: a) pixel quality; b) unwrapped phase 
distribution 

The marker localization begins with performing one-

dimensional FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) [29,30]. Sine fringes are 

filtered out in the spectral domain. After an adequate inverse FFT, 

followed by thresholding and segmentation, the left-over pixels 

belong to the marker, as it is depicted in Figure 9a. Marker pixels 

are used to calculate the marker phase value that result in 

determining the marker fringe number. The difference between 

determined and real marker fringe number allows calculating the 

necessary phase shift. 

The absolute phase distribution is calculated by applying this 

phase shift to the unwrapped phase distribution. The effect of this 

operation is presented in Figure 9b. 

 
a) b) 

  

Figure 9. Effect of calculating: a) the marker position; b) absolute phase 
distribution 

The output point cloud is calculated from the absolute phase 

distribution. Image pixels are scaled into real-world XYZ 

coordinates based on directional subsystem calibration data. Clouds 

from individual subsystems are merged into one multidirectional 

cloud. 

Initial validation and results 
Recommendations for SL systems validation are specified in 

VDI/VDE 2617-6 [31]. In 4DBODY system, because of the 

dynamic character of the measurement, we decided to simplify this 

process in order to perform an initial validation. We used a model 

of a known geometry that we attached to a turntable. The model is 

in the form of a 1.1 x 1.8 m2 glass board, covered in a white, matt 

paper. Measurements of rotating model were taken in the moment 

when the model was oriented diagonally in the measurement 

volume. One measurement was also taken when the model was 

frontal to the measuring subsystem. We calculate the RMS value of 

fitting a virtual plane to received point clouds as a measure of error. 

The resulting, average (for all directional subsystems) RMS error is 

0.21 mm. 

We also examined 4DBODY system on several people doing 

different, basic movements. The resulting, multidirectional point 

clouds consist of about 4 million points. The average point-to-point 

distance is about 0.5 mm. For each point, we calculate XYZ 

coordinates, lightness and normal vector. Several frames of 

exemplary measurements are presented in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

 

   

Figure 10. Three frames from a measurement of a subject raising his 
shoulders 

   

Figure 11. Three frames from a measurement of a subject raising his leg 

Conclusions 
We developed the 4DBODY system that provide full, human 

body measurement with a frequency of up to 120 Hz. The output 

point cloud contains about 4 million points per frame, with an 

accuracy below 0.3 mm. Furthermore, point cloud is easily scaled 

into other data types such as triangle mesh what makes it possible to 

use in many applications. Marker-less measurement, together with 

these features create a potential for the 4DBODY system to be used 

in numerous medical applications, e.g. supporting rehabilitation 

process. Moreover, the output data can also be used in computer 

graphics in the process of creating reliable and ready-to-use 

animated 3D models. 

In the future works, we plan to further increase system 

accuracy and acquisition frequency. We also want to optimize our 

algorithms to achieve near real-time reconstruction. 
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